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research
Our challenge was to design the rules of  play 
and aesthetics for a board game with the topic 
“entertaining your in-laws for a nice dinner.”

We began by researching related topics that could 
be used to structure our game, including how 
to navigate relationships with in-laws, common 
dinner party problems, dining etiquette, and 
common family member tropes.  

Lots of  our research put an emphasis on 
conversation over dinner, navigating controversial 
topics, dealing with problematic in-laws, and table 
manners. 

Google Sheet with research links (click here for sheet)

Article name Source Link
10 Ways to Have an Easier 
Relationship With Your In-Laws Psychology today https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-teen-doctor/201705/10-ways-have-easier-relationship-your-in-laws

10 Mother-in-Law Horror Stories Parenting Magazine http://www.parenting.com/article/10-mother-in-law-horror-stories

How to Gracefully Navigate In-
Laws from Hell Hello Giggles https://hellogiggles.com/lifestyle/gracefully-navigate-laws-hell/

How to Survive Meeting In-Laws 
for the First Time Wedding Wire https://www.weddingwire.com/wedding-ideas/how-to-survive-meeting-the-in-laws-for-the-first-time
Soylent Dinner Parties Explore 
Cultural Significance of Communal 
Meals Hoodline http://hoodline.com/2016/07/soylent-dinner-parties-explore-cultural-significance-of-communal-meals

So I had my first dinner with the in-
laws after I told them I was vegan Reddit https://www.reddit.com/r/vegan/comments/2jpe94/so_i_had_my_first_dinner_with_the_inlaws_after_i/

Hosting the Perfect Dinner Party - 
What Could Go Wrong Candace Smith Etiquette http://www.candacesmithetiquette.com/dinner-party.html

Seinfeld - Frank and Estelle 
Costanza at Dinner Party Seinfeld https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MCtC_U4e2o
Ten Basic Rules for Dealing with 
In-Laws Family Education https://www.familyeducation.com/life/dealing-laws/ten-basic-rules-dealing-laws

Modern American Manners: Dining 
Etiquette for Hosts and Guests Fred Mayo, Michael Gold https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/151071765X/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=fullhmlvng-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=151071765X&linkId=a2fd74348ac721ac2c3194f19735de85

In-Law Relationships Focus on the Family https://www.focusonthefamily.com/marriage/communication-and-conflict/inlaw-relationships/what-do-i-owe-my-inlaws
Things to never discuss at a family 
dinner Fox News http://www.foxnews.com/food-drink/2014/11/21/things-to-never-discuss-at-thanksgiving-dinner.html

Family Tropes TV Tropes http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/FamilyTropes

Dysfunctional Family Index TV Tropes http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/DysfunctionalFamilyIndex

Seating Ettiquette Guide Ettiquette Scholar https://www.etiquettescholar.com/dining_etiquette/table_manners/seating_etiquette.html
Solve These 9 Last-Minute Dinner 
Party Problems groomed home http://www.groomedhome.com/entertaining/dinner-party/solve-these-9-last-minute-dinner-party-problems

7 Signs Your In-Laws Are Toxic, 
And How To Deal If They Are Bustle https://www.bustle.com/articles/138889-7-signs-your-in-laws-are-toxic-and-how-to-deal-if-they-are
How to Survive Long Holiday Visits 
with In-Laws

Parenting http://www.parenting.com/parenting-advice/relationships/how-to-survive-long-holiday-visits-laws

Sex Differences in Attitudes to "In-
Laws" - a Test of a Theory

The University of Chicago Press 
Journals

http://www.jstor.org.
proxy.libraries.uc.
edu/stable/pdf/2772248.
pdf?refreqid=excelsior%
3A77472e7aaeb51b2385
2332b57809ee4b

In-Law Relationships Before and 
After Marriage

National Center for Biotechnology 
Information, US National Library 
of Medicine, National Institutes of 
Health

https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.
gov/pmc/articles/PMC36
86301/

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WNt7aBKKkZUWrDamQ5uz4qn7D86VtlU6ZTmdekErZiA/edit?usp=sharing


initial concept
GENERIC, MODERN DAY IN-LAWS



Brainstorming

Ideation on potential game mechanics and materials First attempt at a playable game



rule ideation

Potential game diagram & potential game “plots” Exploring conversation as a game mechanic 



attempts at games

First semi-successful game...still very weird. Mandatory elements & potential card layouts



reframed concept
royal, medieval in-laws 



Reframing
After struggling with creating a game based on 
modern day in-laws, we narrowed our scope to a 
more specific scenario: medieval, royal in-laws. 

We decided that to stay true to the theme, the 
dinner would become a royal banquet following 
the marriage of  a prince and a princess from two 
different countries. 

This gave us more specific content to work with, 
including tangible goals. The motives of  the 
players and the structure of  the dinner became 
clearer and much easier to ideate around.

The breakthrough page, deciding the “plot” of  the game



research
I began researching customs of  medieval 
banquets from various cultures and time periods. 
Our group decided the art and traditions of  
French banquets from around the thirteenth 
century was an excellent framework for a game.

The more information I found, the easier it 
became to envision the game. Incorporating 
the customs of  these banquets created a natural 
structure to the game that persisted through all 
the following iterations. 

Our group decided we wanted to make a 
collaborative game with a conflict that the 
players had to survive. Conspirators and poison 
was a natural solution to this, so we also began 
researching historical examples of  famous 
poisonings and incorporating elements from 
those stories into our game. 

Research on medieval banquet customs



logisitics

Familial map Plot logistics and game formats



Rule ideation

Restructuring attempt...ended up too complicated Tension meter revision & card layouts



concept refinement

Communal cup spinner concept emerges Potential poisoning mechanics, all too complicated



Components & logisitics

Role plaque ideation & assignments Parts list & calendar 



play testing
When our game got close to its final incarnation, 
I gathered some friends up and had them play 
test it a couple times. The materials were not 
constructed yet, so standard playing cards and 
dice-rolling apps replaced the actual materials. 

The games lasted about half  an hour and sped 
up as they became familiar with the game. They 
ended up winning once out of  three times played. 

After the first game, they created additional rules 
to make the game a drinking game, which fit the 
content of  the game really well and made it even 
more fun.  

They thought the game was really fun and 
promoted a lot of  strategic conversation amongst 
the group. Although the game relies heavily 
on chance, they liked that because there wasn’t 
a chance to plan too far ahead, keeping the 
panicked conversation going. 

Tensions got high at the end of  the game.



feedback

Feedback from professor after initial playtest Component logistics & feedback from professor



component prototyping

Initial communal cup spinner Initial role cards, health tokens, and ability chips



component Design

Component logistics & design Class play test feedback
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Story
Two Royal Families have just been united in holy matrimony. 
In celebration of the union, the families are throwing a Royal 
Banquet. Unfortunately, there is a coalition of Conspirators 
that are unhappy with the union and seek to depose of the 
Royal Family and take power. The Conspirators are using 
the commotion surrounding the banquet to seize their 
opportunity and poison the Royal Family. You must work 
together in order to survive the banquet and ensure the 
marriage’s success. 

Materials

3 food tester chips 2 party planning chips 12 antidote chips 16 diplomacy chips

10 poison chips12 health tokens

antidote +1

Poison Chip -1

Poison Chip -1

Poi
son
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1
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p 

+1

1 communal cup spinner4 six-sided dice 4 twelve-sided dice

21 dish cards 8 entertainment cards 4 role cards

4 four-sided dice

Set Up
1. Assign the Roles 
Each player randomly selects a role card, which lists their role’s 
unique abilities:

King: Food Testers
The King has three food tester chips that 
he can summon before eating any dish 
to test his food for poison. If a tested 
dish is poisoned, the food tester dies 
and the King rolls again. If the dish is 
safe, the King eats the food.

Prince: Antidotes
The Prince has ten antidote chips that 
have the ability to cure one dose of 
poison each. These antidotes can be 
used on any player immediately after 
they are poisoned.

Princess: DIPLOMACY
The Princess starts the game with 
four diplomacy chips that can remove 
poison chips from the communal cup 
spinner. At the end of each course, the 
remaining number of diplomacy chips 
is doubled.

Queen: Party Planning
The Queen has two party planning 
chips that give her the ability to peek 
at the top three entertainment cards in 
the deck and rearrange them however 
she pleases. 

RULEBOOK



2. Distribute the Supplies
Distribute the chips so each player receives their character’s 
role-related chips and 3 health tokens, heart side up. Each 
player also receives a four-, six-, and 12-sided die. Some die 
may be weighted differently.
 

3. Create the Menu
The dish cards are organized into three piles: Appetizers, 
Entrées, and Desserts. Without looking, randomly remove 
two dish cards from each pile (ensuring the Golden Dessert 
card remains in play). Shuffle each pile, then stack the piles so 
Appetizers are on top, Entrées are in the middle, and Desserts 
are on bottom. Place this deck in the middle of the table. 

 
4. Set the Table
The communal cup spinner is placed in the middle. 
The entertainment cards are shuffled and placed in the middle. 
Now the game can begin.

King’s 3 
food tester chips

Queen’s 2 
party planning chips

Prince’s 10 
antidote chips

Princess’s 10 
diplomacy chips

Appetizers (-2 dish cards)

Entrées (-2 dish cards)

Desserts ( -2 dish cards, not the
Golden Dessert card)

Gameplay
The Banquet features between 11 and 15 rounds, each 
consisting of eating, drinking, and entertainment. The 
Banquet ends when the Royal Family survives the round with 
the Golden Dessert dish, any player dies, or the Conspirators 
fill the communal cup spinner with poison chips. 

Food
A dish card is drawn from the top of the deck and placed 
where everyone can see. There are three kinds of dish cards 
within the specific courses:

Players must individually decide whether they want to eat the 
dish or abstain from eating. 

Eating: The player rolls the die indicated on the dish card; if 
the die lands on a skull, the player flips over a health token 
to reveal a skull. They must also add a poison chip to the 
communal cup spinner.

Abstaining: Add a poison chip to the communal cup spinner 
because the Conspirators are frustrated. 

If all players who eat the dish are safe, remove a poison chip 
from the communal cup spinner. 

Easy 
(12-sided die)

Standard 
(6-sided die)

Hard
(4-sided die)

When rolling a 4-sided 
die, the result is the 
face touching the table. 
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Wine 
Players must choose whether they wish to drink out of the 
communal cup or their individual cups. The decision must be 
unanimous in order to drink out of the communal cup. 

Communal Cup
Spin the communal cup spinner. If the spinner lands on a 
space with a poison chip, every player gets poisoned. Add one 
poison chip to the spinner for every player poisoned. 

If the spinner lands on a space without a poison chip, the wine 
is safe and nothing happens. Some spaces on the spinner have 
additional instructions, like removing a poison chip.
 
Individual Cups
Each player rolls their four-sided die. If the player rolls a skull, 
they flip over a health token and add another poison chip to the 
spinner. If the player doesn’t roll a skull, take away a poison 
chip from the spinner. 

Entertainment
The Queen draws an entertainment card and places it face up 
on the table. The card may be used next round. 

Entertainment cards can be used at any time, but once a 
card is used, a new one cannot be drawn until it’s time for 
entertainment again. Only one entertainment card can be 
in play at a time. The Queen has the final say on when an 
entertainment card is used.

WINNING & Losing
The Royal Family loses if:

– Any player has all three health tokens flipped to poison.
– The communal cup spinner is filled with poison chips.

The Royal Family wins by: 
– Surviving the round with the Golden Dessert dish.

desserts

Croquembouche

Croquembouche is made of small cream 
pu�s arranged in a tall cone-shape glazed 

with caramel.

Golden Dessert dish
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Food
Draw a Dish card!

Drink
Decide which cup to drink from!

Entertainment
Is it time for the next act?

Round Complete
Continue on to the next Dish!

Abstain
Angers the conspirators! 

Community Cup
**Must be unanimous**

Spin the spinner 

YES
Draw a new entertainment 

card from the deck

NO
Move on to 
the next dish

+1

Eat
Roll the die indicated 

on the dish card

Individual Cups
All participants roll 

the four-sided die

If  all Royal Family 
members survive a dish:

-1+1

No Skull
Safe!

Skull
Poison!

+1

No Skull
Safe!

Skull
Poison!

+1

No Skull
Safe!

Skull
Poison!

-1
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The Princess starts the game with
four diplomacy chips that can remove
poison chips from the communal cup

spinner. At the end of each course, the
remaining number of diplomacy chips

is doubled.

Diplomacy

Princess

�e Prince has ten antidote chips that
have the ability to cure one dose of
poison each. �ese antidotes can be
used on any player immediately after

they are poisoned.

Antidotes

Prince

�e Queen has two party planning
chips that give her the ability to peek
at the top three entertainment cards 

in the deck and rearrange them 
however she pleases.  

Party Planning

Queen

�e King has three food tester chips that
he can summon before eating any dish
to test his food for poison. If a tested
dish is poisoned, the food tester dies

and the King rolls again. If the dish is
safe, the King eats the food.

Food Testers

King

Cures one dose of poison, fresh or old, 
from two players.

Mummers

Allows one player to abstain from 
a whole round (eating and drinking) 

with no consequences.

Acrobat

Cures one dose of poison from all 
players with two doses of poison.

Poet

When this card is used, it removes a 
poison chip for every round that it is in 

play (Max 4 rounds).

Theatre

When this card is used, one player for each 
round that it is in play can abstain from 

eating without consequence (Max 4 rounds). 

Jester

Removes all poison from the spinner 
after a player is poisoned. Cannot be in 

play for more than 3 rounds. 

Troubadour

Saves one player from being poisoned 
and blocks the accompanying 

poison chips.

Dancers

Completely cures one player 
of all poison.

Minstrels

Appetizers

Wensleydale Cheese

It was customary for guests 
to wash their hands before the start 

of the banquet.

Appetizers

Sugared Almonds

Guests ate with their hands 
at medieval feasts as there was no cutlery.

Entrees

Roasted Peacock

Medieval meals followed the Christian 
calendar, which dictated certain days for �sh 

and certain days for meats.

Entrees

Turkey Leg

When food was shared or served from a 
common platter/bowl, people only used 
their left hand to touch the shared food.

Appetizers

Foccacio Bread

Focaccia bread is a �at bread similar 
to pizza dough, often served with 

whipped butter.

Appetizers

Berry Scones

A scone is a single-serving pastry, 
often lightly sweetened.

Appetizers

Vegetable Pottage

Pottage is a thick stew made by 
boiling vegetables, grains, and meat.

Entrees

Leveret Soup

A leveret is a young hare in its �rst 
year known for its low fat content 

and tender meat.

Entrees

Swan Ragout

A ragout is a slow-cooked stew made 
with meat and vegetables eaten with 

a starch like polenta or couscous.

desserts

Sotiltees

Soltiltees are sugar sculptures 
shaped like castles, ships, 
or famous philosophers.

Entrees

Malardis

Malardis is a roasted duck recipe, 
usually served with fritters 

and meat jelly.

Appetizers

Honey-Mustard Egg

�e hemlock plant was a popular 
poison that paralyzed the respiratory 

system of its victim.

Appetizers

Chilled Strawberry Soup

Arsenic was believed to make the 
taste of wine better.

Entrees

Baked Eel

Albertus Magnus discovered Arsenic 
in 1250 by heating soap together 

with orpiment

Entrees

Pork Pot Pies

Dwale was an anesthetic made from 
innocent ingredients like vinegar 
mixed with opium or hemlock.

desserts

Cherry Hearts

Although Belladonna causes 
hallucinations, women would rub 

it on their cheeks as blush.

desserts

Fresh Fruits

All fruits was served cooked because 
it was believed that raw produce 

caused disease.

desserts

Chocolates

Special courtesy books instructed 
diners not to fart, scratch �ea bites, 

or pick their noses.

desserts

Croquembouche

Croquembouche is made of small cream 
pu�s arranged in a tall cone-shape glazed 

with caramel.

desserts

Blancmange

Blancmange is a dessert made with 
milk and sugar thickened with 

gelatin and �avoured with almonds.

desserts

Flan

Pompey the Great believed eating 
walnuts, �gs, leaves of rue and salt every 

day made him immune to poison.

role cards
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Swan Ragout

A ragout is a slow-cooked stew made 
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The Princess starts the game with
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Theatre

When this card is used, one player for each 
round that it is in play can abstain from 

eating without consequence (Max 4 rounds). 

Jester

Removes all poison from the spinner 
after a player is poisoned. Cannot be in 

play for more than 3 rounds. 

Troubadour

Saves one player from being poisoned 
and blocks the accompanying 

poison chips.

Dancers

Completely cures one player 
of all poison.

Minstrels

Appetizers

Wensleydale Cheese

It was customary for guests 
to wash their hands before the start 

of the banquet.

Appetizers

Sugared Almonds

Guests ate with their hands 
at medieval feasts as there was no cutlery.

Entrees

Roasted Peacock

Medieval meals followed the Christian 
calendar, which dictated certain days for �sh 

and certain days for meats.

Entrees

Turkey Leg

When food was shared or served from a 
common platter/bowl, people only used 
their left hand to touch the shared food.

Appetizers

Foccacio Bread

Focaccia bread is a �at bread similar 
to pizza dough, often served with 

whipped butter.

Appetizers

Berry Scones

A scone is a single-serving pastry, 
often lightly sweetened.

Appetizers

Vegetable Pottage

Pottage is a thick stew made by 
boiling vegetables, grains, and meat.

Entrees

Leveret Soup

A leveret is a young hare in its �rst 
year known for its low fat content 

and tender meat.

Entrees

Swan Ragout

A ragout is a slow-cooked stew made 
with meat and vegetables eaten with 

a starch like polenta or couscous.

desserts

Sotiltees

Soltiltees are sugar sculptures 
shaped like castles, ships, 
or famous philosophers.

Entrees

Malardis

Malardis is a roasted duck recipe, 
usually served with fritters 

and meat jelly.

Appetizers

Honey-Mustard Egg

�e hemlock plant was a popular 
poison that paralyzed the respiratory 

system of its victim.

Appetizers

Chilled Strawberry Soup

Arsenic was believed to make the 
taste of wine better.

Entrees

Baked Eel

Albertus Magnus discovered Arsenic 
in 1250 by heating soap together 

with orpiment

Entrees

Pork Pot Pies

Dwale was an anesthetic made from 
innocent ingredients like vinegar 
mixed with opium or hemlock.
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Cherry Hearts

Although Belladonna causes 
hallucinations, women would rub 

it on their cheeks as blush.
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Fresh Fruits

All fruits was served cooked because 
it was believed that raw produce 

caused disease.

desserts

Chocolates

Special courtesy books instructed 
diners not to fart, scratch �ea bites, 

or pick their noses.
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Croquembouche

Croquembouche is made of small cream 
pu�s arranged in a tall cone-shape glazed 

with caramel.
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Blancmange

Blancmange is a dessert made with 
milk and sugar thickened with 

gelatin and �avoured with almonds.
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Flan

Pompey the Great believed eating 
walnuts, �gs, leaves of rue and salt every 

day made him immune to poison.
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year known for its low fat content 
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with meat and vegetables eaten with 

a starch like polenta or couscous.
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Soltiltees are sugar sculptures 
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Malardis

Malardis is a roasted duck recipe, 
usually served with fritters 

and meat jelly.
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Honey-Mustard Egg

�e hemlock plant was a popular 
poison that paralyzed the respiratory 

system of its victim.
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Arsenic was believed to make the 
taste of wine better.
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Baked Eel

Albertus Magnus discovered Arsenic 
in 1250 by heating soap together 

with orpiment
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Pork Pot Pies

Dwale was an anesthetic made from 
innocent ingredients like vinegar 
mixed with opium or hemlock.
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Cherry Hearts

Although Belladonna causes 
hallucinations, women would rub 

it on their cheeks as blush.
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Fresh Fruits

All fruits was served cooked because 
it was believed that raw produce 

caused disease.
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Chocolates

Special courtesy books instructed 
diners not to fart, scratch �ea bites, 

or pick their noses.
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Croquembouche

Croquembouche is made of small cream 
pu�s arranged in a tall cone-shape glazed 
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milk and sugar thickened with 

gelatin and �avoured with almonds.
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Pompey the Great believed eating 
walnuts, �gs, leaves of rue and salt every 

day made him immune to poison.
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poison chips from the communal cup

spinner. At the end of each course, the
remaining number of diplomacy chips

is doubled.
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used on any player immediately after
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chips that give her the ability to peek
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however she pleases.  
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pu�s arranged in a tall cone-shape glazed 

with caramel.

desserts

Blancmange

Blancmange is a dessert made with 
milk and sugar thickened with 

gelatin and �avoured with almonds.

desserts

Flan

Pompey the Great believed eating 
walnuts, �gs, leaves of rue and salt every 

day made him immune to poison.

The Princess starts the game with
four diplomacy chips that can remove
poison chips from the communal cup

spinner. At the end of each course, the
remaining number of diplomacy chips

is doubled.

Diplomacy

Princess

�e Prince has ten antidote chips that
have the ability to cure one dose of
poison each. �ese antidotes can be
used on any player immediately after

they are poisoned.

Antidotes

Prince

�e Queen has two party planning
chips that give her the ability to peek
at the top three entertainment cards 

in the deck and rearrange them 
however she pleases.  

Party Planning

Queen

�e King has three food tester chips that
he can summon before eating any dish
to test his food for poison. If a tested
dish is poisoned, the food tester dies

and the King rolls again. If the dish is
safe, the King eats the food.

Food Testers

King

Cures one dose of poison, fresh or old, 
from two players.

Mummers

Allows one player to abstain from 
a whole round (eating and drinking) 

with no consequences.

Acrobat

Cures one dose of poison from all 
players with two doses of poison.
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When this card is used, it removes a 
poison chip for every round that it is in 
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eating without consequence (Max 4 rounds). 
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play for more than 3 rounds. 
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and blocks the accompanying 
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Completely cures one player 
of all poison.
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Appetizers

Wensleydale Cheese

It was customary for guests 
to wash their hands before the start 

of the banquet.

Appetizers

Sugared Almonds

Guests ate with their hands 
at medieval feasts as there was no cutlery.

Entrees
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calendar, which dictated certain days for �sh 
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usually served with fritters 

and meat jelly.
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Honey-Mustard Egg

�e hemlock plant was a popular 
poison that paralyzed the respiratory 

system of its victim.
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Arsenic was believed to make the 
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Baked Eel

Albertus Magnus discovered Arsenic 
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with orpiment
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When this card is used, one player for each 
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eating without consequence (Max 4 rounds). 
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after a player is poisoned. Cannot be in 

play for more than 3 rounds. 

Troubadour

Saves one player from being poisoned 
and blocks the accompanying 

poison chips.
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Completely cures one player 
of all poison.
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Appetizers

Wensleydale Cheese

It was customary for guests 
to wash their hands before the start 

of the banquet.

Appetizers

Sugared Almonds

Guests ate with their hands 
at medieval feasts as there was no cutlery.

Entrees

Roasted Peacock

Medieval meals followed the Christian 
calendar, which dictated certain days for �sh 

and certain days for meats.

Entrees
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When food was shared or served from a 
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usually served with fritters 
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Special courtesy books instructed 
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or pick their noses.
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